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Picton, Ontario – August 16, 2012

More than 20 families living in close proximity to the proposed White Pines industrial wind

turbine (IWT) project in Prince Edward County have brought a claim against wind company

WPD and more than 20 landowners who have agreed to play hosts to the massive structures.

The lawsuit follows total frustration with WPD failing to respond to residents’ concerns, and also

follows a July 10, 2012 independent vote in South Marysburgh where 90% of residents voted

“No” to the project with an impressive 62% participation rate of local residents. A new public

opinion poll has just found that 2 out of every 3 area residents appear to support the lawsuit.

The claim also follows years of submitting comments and clear evidence to Ontario’s Liberal

government. This includes the latest report by the Auditor General which heavily criticizes many

aspects of the government’s approach to IWTs. The claim also responds to the Liberal

government’s decision to ignore expert evidence and the decision delivered by Ontario’s

Environmental Review Tribunal (ERT) in the Chatham-Kent Erickson hearing.

Even though the project has yet to be approved, a number of affected families have already been

unable to sell their homes. “The expert evidence that will be presented clearly appears to support

the conclusion that these and other homes within at minimum 2 kms of the proposed turbines

will suffer significant losses” said Eric Gillespie, legal counsel for the plaintiffs. “There are also

numerous historically protected and other homesteads, recognized by WPD, but not properly

considered.”

Already in Ontario, with the past year CBC News has reported on devaluations of homes near

turbines where resale values appeared to drop by 34.5%. Ontario’s Municipal Property

Assessment Corporation (MPAC) also recently recognized a similar devaluation based on

transformer impacts from an IWT project.

In addition to claiming for these types of losses, the suit also claims punitive damages based on

the defendants’ alleged misconduct. As well an injunction stopping the project from moving

forward is sought.

The suit is similar to other claims already launched in other parts of Ontario, most notably in the

Clearview/Creemore/Stayner area, and to additional claims that are likely to be announced in the

near future.

For further information please contact Eric Gillespie, legal counsel, at cell 416-436-7473 or at

egillespie@gillespielaw.ca


